Gregory McCallum Memorial Piano Scholarship - $1000

ELIGIBILITY
1. The applicant must be a member of a Junior Club or become an individual member (Individual membership $13 – may be sent with application).
2. The applicant must be a North Carolina high school senior who plans to major in piano performance in college, in or out of state.
3. The audition fee per applicant is $10. Make check/s to NCFMC.

GENERAL INFORMATION
1. The entrant must adhere to the repertoire requirements.
2. All state auditions will be conducted live.
3. Each applicant must send one completed application with listed repertoire to the state audition chairman along with the appropriate fee/s.

AUDITION PROCEDURES
1. The applicant must provide one set of original music. Any downloaded music other than that of public domain must show authorization for use. (e.g. publisher approval or receipt of payment.)
2. Applicant must perform all music from memory.
3. Auditions will be limited to 15 minutes. Because of time constraints, judges may stop a performance before the end of a selection.
4. It is suggested that applicants be present at the auditions 30 minutes before the assigned performance time.

REPERTOIRE  (Must perform one selection from each group below)
1. Two or three-part Invention or Prelude or Fugue by J.S. Bach or an equivalent work from the Baroque era. [A sonata by Domenico Scarlatti may be a good alternative.]
2. First movement from a sonata by Haydn, Mozart or Beethoven (with the exception of Beethoven, opus 27 No.2 – Moonlight Sonata)
3. One composition of the applicant’s choosing from the 19th or 20th Century.

Send applications to:
Joel Adams
301 Fayetteville Street, Unit 3108
Raleigh, NC 27601